Training acoustic models for ASR requires large amounts of labelled data which is costly to obtain. Hence it is desirable to make use of unlabelled data. While unsupervised training can give gains for standard HMM training, it is more diffi cult to make use of unlabelled data for discriminative models. This paper explores semi-supervised training of Deep Neu ral Networks (DNN) in a meeting recognition task. We first analyse the impact of imperfect transcription on the DNN and the ASR performance. As labelling error is the source of the problem, we investigate two options available to reduce that: selecting data with fewer errors, and changing the dependence on noise by reducing label precision. Both confidence based data selection and label resolution change are explored in the context of two scenarios of matched and unmatched unla belled data. We introduce improved DNN based confidence score estimators and show their performance on data selection for both scenarios. Confidence score based data selection was found to yield up to 14.6% relative WER reduction, while better balance between label resolution and recognition hy pothesis accuracy allowed further WER reductions by 16.6% relative in the mismatched scenario. Index Te rms: semi-supervised acoustic model training, con fidence selection, deep neural networks
INTRODUCTION
Acoustic models for state-of-the-art speech recognition sys tems are typically trained on several hundred hours of task dependent training data. Increasing the amount of training data consistently improves performance, especially with dis criminative learning techniques. However, due to domain specificity, there are low resource scenarios where annotated training data can be especially expensive to obtain, and the acoustic model has to be trained either with much less tran scribed training data or with mismatched data [ 1 , 2, 3] . For this reason, much effort has been devoted to unsupervised and semi-supervised acoustic modelling [4, 5, 6] .
Recently, acoustic modelling based on the Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) has gained popularity with the consistent improvement in recognition performance over earlier Neural 978-1 -4799-7 129-9/ 14/$3 l .00 ©20 14 IEEE 141
Network based front-ends (e.g. [7] ). DNNs are either de ployed as the front-end for standard Hidden Markov Model based on Gaussian Mixture Models (HMM-GMMs), or in a hybrid form to directly estimate state level posteriors. As noted in several publications [8, 9, 10, 11] , DNNs show gen eral Word Error Rate (WER) improvements on the order of 10-30% relative across a variety of small and large vocabu lary tasks when compared with HMM-GMMs built on classic features (e.g. MFCC, PLP). Semi-supervised training of acoustic models for ASR was successfully implemented and tested in several key domains.
One typical set of examples are the self-training methods [12, 13, 14, 15] . In this method the transcribed data is used to con struct a seed model, with which to decode the untranscribed data at the second stage. The most reliable transcriptions are selected based on confidence measures, and are used for fur ther optimization of the acoustic models.
This paper investigates semi-supervised training of DNNs for the purpose of extracting features, which are then used to train standard HMM-GMM acoustic models. In the first stage a seed DNN and the corresponding seed HMM-GMMs are trained on a small amount of transcribed data. Both the seed DNN and HMM-GMM are improved with the benefit from transcription of data with the seed system, by retraining both the discriminative front-end feature extraction and the acoustic models. Confidence based data selection can also be employed to discard unreliable data.
Discarding unreliable data is one way to address the issues of semi-supervised learning. A second option is to use model training methods that are more robust to labelling errors. Dis criminative models such as DNNs suffer in particular from such errors. One unique option for DNN based front-ends is to reduce the label resolution. This allows the first-pass recog nition to have higher accuracy which in turn may yield more useful transcription data. This paper focuses on both improving confidence score estimation as well as on exploring the effect of label reso lution. DNNs trained with phone-class, monophone, mono phone state and triphone state targets are compared.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section §2 reviews semi-supervised training. Section §3 starts with system structure used in §3.1, and the baseline experiments with a limited amount of transcribed training data in §3.2. Section §3.3 presents improved perfonnance with the self training and proposes a novel confidence measure. Section §4 concludes the paper.
SEMI-SUPERVISED TRAINING

Previous work on semi-supervised DNN training
Existing work on semi-supervised training often starts with a baseline recogniser trained on either limited or slightly mismatched, but transcribed data. This baseline recogniser serves as the seed decoder to generate recognition hypothesis for un transcribed training data. The segment based hypothe sis transcription is then evaluated according to its reliability. The segments with most reliable transcriptions are combined with the limited fu lly transcribed training data to optimize the baseline system -in our case both the DNN fr ont-end and the HMM-GMM acoustic models. An optimal data selection strategy is key to semi-supervised training. Typically this is performed by evaluating the hypothesis transcription reliabil ity using confidence measurement, given prior models. In [3] , the reliability evaluation is realized with the ASR-based word confidence scores and the MLP posteriogram-based phoneme occurrence confidence. Confidence scores can be calculated at frame level and word level, but are often expressed at utter ance level [13, 14] for the convenience of data selection and the reliability of confidence estimates.
Confidence measures for data selection
There are several strategies for confidence score estimation.
One strategy [3] used the posteriors generated by DNNs.
Each hypothesis word from the seed decoding is mapped to a set of constituent phonemes according to a pronunciation lex icon. The DNN posteiors corresponding to the phonemes in the hypothesis utterances are selected according to the lexical mapping for the utterance's posteriogram representation, by averaging over the posteriorgram of composing words. For an hypothesis word Wi , the fr ame based posteriors corresponding to the hypothesis phoneme are binarized using a set threshold to indicate the phoneme's presence or absence. The average occurrence ratio of the constituent phonemes in the hypothe sized time span [tS ) tel (or time indices) along a Viterbi path is then used as the confidence score Cocc ( Wi ) tS) te) for hy pothesis word Wi . The assumption behind this strategy is that if a phoneme is hypothesized correctly, it is likely that all its constituent frames will be present in the posteriogram, hence leading to a high average occurrence count [3] . With Wi as the i-th word in the hypothesis utterance, the count-based word level confidence score is thus
where Cocc is the total count of phoneme occurrences in word Wi in the hypothesized interval (tS) te), and NW i is the total number of fr ames in the word Wi . The utterance level score is the average of all word level scores in the utterance, i.e.
where K is number of words in the hypothesis utterance u.
This confidence measure can be modified to emphasize more on the DNN posteriors. The DNN posterior based phoneme sequence for each utterance can be generated by finding the phoneme of highest posterior estimation, i.e. the DNN softmax output value, for each fr ame. This DNN pos terior based phoneme sequence is then compared with the aligned hypothesis from the seed decoder HMM-GMMs. A frame-based phoneme occurrence count is accumulated into Cagr' when both hypothesis sequences agree on a phoneme for a specific fr ame. The confidence score of the i-th word Wi in hypothesis utterance u is thus
The utterance level confidence score is calculated as the arith metic mean of the word level confidence scores, i.e.
A further modification can be made by utilising the frame based posteriors directly rather than counting the number of tokens in agreement. Denote Pk as the DNN posterior esti mate value at frame k on the phoneme hypothesized by the seed HMM-GMMs decoder of that fr ame. The word level confidence score represents the acoustic confidence of DNNs on the hypothesis word from the seed decoder, by accumu lating the log posterior on each frame corresponding to that hypothesis word Wi Again the utterance level confidence score is taken as the arithmetic mean of the word level confidence scores, i.e.
(6)
Target resolution and accuracy
In supervised training of DNN front-end based ASR system, our prior experimental work indicates that training targets of higher resolution improves the overall recognition perfor mance [11] even for challenging tasks. However in unsuper vised and semi-supervised training of the DNN front-end, a higher resolution of imperfect hypothesis targets results in a DNN biased to the errors. The hypothesis on targets of higher resolution such as triphone states is more vulnerable to noise than the targets of lower resolution, such as mono phone states or monophones. Thus in the semi-supervised training of DNN front-end, it can be expected that in this setting a compromise between the target resolution and target accuracy has to be found. The experiments investigate the optimal balance between these two factors.
3. EXPERIMENTS
Data and system configuration
Experiments are performed using the headset recording data from two meeting corpora AMI [16] and ICSI [17] . Two typ ical scenarios in semi-supervised training are investigated. In the first scenario (S l) only a very limited amount of data is transcribed and available in training. In the second scenario (S2) no transcribed data on the target corpus (AMI) is avail able at all for training, however there is limited transcribed data of the same domain (ICSI). For scenario 1 (S 1), 15.8 hours non-overlapping speech from the AMI corpus are selected as the seed training set with transcriptions acntrain, and 6.1 hours of data composed of both overlapping and non-overlapping speech is chosen as the test set acftest. The remaining 71.9 hours data in acftrain (as defined in [11] ) are retained to simulate the untranscribed data set acotrain.
For scenario 2 (S2), 10 hours of speech data was carefully selected from the ICSI corpus, to cover most speakers present in the corpus while excluding the digit-reading part. This serves as the transcribed out-of-corpus training set icsLnodgt lOh (or icsi in short in this paper) . The whole AMI corpus is considered untranscribed for this scenario. All recognition evaluation is performed on the same test set acftest with S 1. Table 1 lists the statistic details of the dataset used.
DNN front-end configurations follow the setup used in [11] , with the same topology being used in all experiments: 368 dimensional input is composed of the compressed log Further, the triphone states in PLP-BN HMM-GMMs are re-clustered to roughly 4000 states, and HMM-GMM param eters are optimized with maximum likelihood criterion in a standard HTK mixup procedure (denoted with 'xwrd' ). Table 2 shows the recognition performance in Sl: having lim ited amounts of transcribed data acntrain from AMI corpus; and S2: having limited amount of transcribed data icsi from the ICSI corpus. The number of triphone states is kept to be approximately the same after re-clustering. All DNNs are trained using triphone state targets at this stage.
Baseline experiments
The results show a significant performance degradation when HMM-GMM models and DNN front-ends are not trained on corpus specific data. In fact the difference remains similar before and after application of DNN front-ends.
Confidence score
For S 1, the seed models for decoding are trained on acntrain and used to obtain the hypothesis on acotrain. The confidence scores Cocc, Cagr and Cpos are calculated. Utterances from acotrain are then selected based on the confidence scores. Figure 1 shows the performance of the three confidence com putation methods for data selection. The figure displays the word error rate (WER) of data chosen as a fu nction of the number of words selected. This is preferred to representa tion as the percentage of segments chosen, as it better reflects the amount of training data obtained. Confidence based data selection requires the WER curves to be as low as possible. The "best" curve refers to selecting segments with lowest segment level WER, while the "worst" curve refers to always selecting segments with highest segment level WER.
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The results indicate that both confidence scores Cagr and Cpos are more effective than Cocc, as introduced in [3] in fil tering out unreliable hypothesis utterances. Using soft deci sions given by posterior scores rather than binary occurrence counts, Cpos performs consistently better than Cagr . There fore in all further experiments, hypothesis selection is based on Cpos . Table 3 shows the improvement in recognition perfor mance in both scenarios brought by adding the best 70% of acotrain hypothesis data to acntrain, based on Cpos score data selection. In S2, adding hypothesis data to HMM-GMM training alone gives considerable gains, benefiting from less mismatch between training data and test data. Further WER reduction in S2 is achieved by adding task-matched hypoth esis data to DNN training as well, contributing to an overall 14.6% relative WER reduction from seed system baseline. However in SI, less improvement is observed from adding hypothesis data. Adding hypothesis data to DNN training degraded the performance a little bit over adding hypothesis data to HMM-GMM training, especially when the added all data without selection.
Label resolution and accuracy
As shown in previous sections, DNN training is susceptible to label errors and confidence based hypothesis data selec tion help to reduce this problem. As outlined in Section §2.3, changing the label resolution could give a better balance in DNN training with imperfect hypothesis data. Table 4 illus trates how the target label accuracy changes with label resolu tion in the hypothesis transcriptions, in both scenario SI and scenario S2. Table 4 shows that the label accuracy improves by reduc- tion in hypothesis label resolution. Notably the improvement in S 1 is significantly larger without the out-of-corpus mis match between seed system and test data in S2. For example the fr ame accuracy for monophone labels ("M") is 31 % rela tively higher than that for triphone state ("TS") in SI, while only 18% relatively higher in S2. Figure 2 shows the recognition performance when chang ing hypothesis target label resolution in DNN front-end train ing. In all cases, for both scenarios, the use of monophone class ("MC") gives the worst recognition performance as the label precision is too low. In S 1 the best performance is ob served when using triphone states as DNN training targets in all cases. In S2, the best performance for seed system with manual transcription data is observed when using triphone states as DNN training targets, while with hypothesis data added the best performance is achieved using monophone as DNN training targets. Recall that Table 4 shows that the fr ame accuracy in S 1 is much higher than the frame accuracy in S2, because of a task-matched seed system. In S2, by reducing the label resolution from triphone state level to monophone level, the recognition performance is improved up to 1.4% absolutely. The influence from mismatch between the seed system and the test data is reduced with a better balance be tween label accuracy and label resolution. With 70% data selected, 16.6% WER reduction was achieved relatively com- pared to the seed system. While in SI, as the frame accuracy of hypothesis labels at different levels is generally high, re ducing the label resolution from triphone state to monophone state and monophone degraded the performance slightly.
Updating the confidence scores
As shown in Table 1 and Figure 2 , adding hypothesis data to seed system improved the recognition performance due to the improvement in both DNN front-end and HMM-GMMs. In addition, using monophone targets gave more robust perfor mance than using triphone state targets in DNN training. Af ter the updates the models should be more accurate and hence may serve again as better confidence predictors. Figure 3 (S I) and Figure 4 (S2) compare the confidence scores for different label resolution after retraining on all candidate data in each scenario. The figures also include the confidence curves used at the start, obtained from seed models. In SI, the seed system gives better selection than the up dated DNN models. However, monophone state (MS) targets outperform triphone state (TS) targets after the model update. This is consistent with the fact that the higher label resolu tion may suffer more from the noisy data in training. In S2 with corpus mismatch, the updated DNNs signficantly out perform the seed models. In contrast to S 1, monophone state (MS) based selection performs worse than triphone state (TS) based selection for small amounts of data, and equally well for larger amounts. This implies that domain mismatch is a greater problem for DNNs than label noise.
Correlation analysis between confidence scores revealed that scores based on phone classes (PC) were most correlated with scores estimated on monophone (M) level, while those on monophone (M) level were most correlated on monophone state (MS) level, and so forth. While phone class (PC) and monophone (M) based confidence scores show a correlation coefficient of 0.92, the p value for phone class (PC) and tri phone state (TS) based scores is only 0.33. Overall the best 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, semi-supervised training for two scenarios has been explored. In S 1 a limited amount of transcribed data with matching test conditions is available. In S2, a limited amount of transcribed data of a different corpus is available.
We proposed new posterior-based confidence scores and showed that they outperform existing techniques, for the pur pose of selecting hypothesis utterances of relatively high reli ability. Gain from data selection for retraining of DNNs and HMM-GMMs is shown by experiments in both scenarios. We observed significant WER improvements of up to 5.9% abso lute, compared to seed system.
It was further shown that lowering label resolution in DNN training brings more robust performance across tasks. In scenario S2 the WER can yield an overall WER reduc tion of 16.6% relative. There is potential gain by further iterations of hypothesis selection, DNN label switching plus DNN-HMM-GMM retraining. However we found that this is scenario-dependent, or data dependent.
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